
Gifts of the family home 
The benefits and risks 

A gift of the family home might be considered for a variety of reasons ranging from affection 

for the potential recipients to perceived financial and moral obligations. This information 

sheet sets out the advantages and disadvantages of such a course of action and should be 

read in conjunction with our information sheet "The Family Home" which looks at the home 

from the perspective of inheritance tax (IHT) mitigation. 

Your home may be your most valuable asset and will certainly provide you with a great deal of 

security. You should be aware that a gift of the family home to your children, where you continue to 

occupy it, will only save IHT if you both survive it by seven years and pay a full market rental to your 

children the whole time you continue to live there. You should also bear in mind the following points 

that may make the gift inadvisable: 

 The personal circumstances of the recipient of the gift: if the person to whom you give

your family home falls into financial difficulties then your home will be one of the assets

available to his creditors which could lead to the house being sold. Similarly, if the recipient

were to divorce then your home would be one of the assets taken into account in reaching a

financial settlement. Add to this the possibility that the recipient might come under pressure

from others, and decide that he wishes to sell the house so that some of its value could be

spent, then you can see how a gift could put your future security in considerable jeopardy.

 Death of the recipient: if the recipient were to die prematurely then your home might pass

into the ownership of people outside your immediate family depending on the provisions of the

recipient’s Will. However well you may have got on with your child’s partner in the past it may

be an uncomfortable situation to find yourself dependent on your in-laws for your continued

occupation of your family home.

 Loss of a major asset: as well as providing a roof over your head, your home is a valuable

asset which, if you continue to own it, can be used to provide capital or income for you in the

future (for example through an equity release plan). At the time of making the gift you might

feel that you are unlikely to have recourse to the value of your home, but unanticipated

changes of circumstances might happen in the future. If you were to move into a care home

then it is likely you would need to sell or rent your home in order to pay your fees. If you have

very few assets the Local Authority will provide you with a funded place in a care home but

this is likely to be at a relatively basic level.

 Tax considerations: as mentioned, gifts will only save IHT in very specific circumstances. If

you give away your home and it is then sold the recipient will not be able to claim capital gains

tax (CGT) main residence exemption if they are not living in the property. If you retain the

property until you die, the recipient will face a CGT bill on sale; if you had not given it away

any gain on the property would be wiped clean on your death so the recipient would only have

to pay CGT on any gain in the period between your death and the sale of the property.



 Local Authority action: some clients wish to make a gift of their home as they are concerned

about the home’s proceeds being used to pay care fees in later life. However, you should be

aware that if the Local Authority believes that a major motivation behind the gift is to qualify

for a greater amount of care fees funding (known as deliberate deprivation), then the Local

Authority could treat you as if you still owned your home. This means that you might find

yourself liable to pay care fees in any case while suffering all the potential risks referred to

above. A gift of your home does not make you more or less likely to need care in later life, but

it does mean that if you do not need care your options may be more limited. If you are

concerned about going into care please ask for our client information sheet on "Going into

care? Points to consider"

The benefits and alternative action 

There are of course benefits in making a gift, including being relieved of the burden of property 

ownership, and the fact that there are no complicated Probate procedures to go through to transfer 

ownership of the property after your death. However, these benefits can be achieved without making 

an outright gift. A gift into trust, for example, would have these advantages and provide protection 

against many of the risk factors outlined above (although the risk of the Local Authority treating you as 

still owning the property would remain). Similarly, the burden of paperwork and other financial matters 

could be delegated to someone of your choice by drawing up a Lasting Power of Attorney. Moreover, 

careful Will drafting can help to alleviate the burden on your assets of future care fees.. 

Further information 

For further information on this or on any other Private Capital matter you may have, please contact us 
via: 
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